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0. SUMMARY 
 

Arctic Action is an initiative to develop solutions for Arctic populations, especially the rural 
populations. The activity is organized as research and development in the EU FP7 financed 
project Networking for Communications Challenged Communities (N4C), Exchange of ideas between the 
N4C environment and research and development in U.S.A/Alaska with contact person Richard 
Beck. The coordinator is Luleå University of Technology in Sweden, with contact person Maria 
Udén. The present funding allows development within N4C 2008-2011, and idea and know-how 
exchange with Dr. Beck’s U.S.A/Alaska based activities. The present set of Arctic Action will be 
able to present technical developments of interest for Arctic populations, publicly accessible 
through the N4C wiki. However, throughout the Arctic there are a number of initiatives to 
develop, test and implement both technical and business model solutions. Arctic Action could 
play a supporting role if developed to a platform for exchange of ideas and experiences. 
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1. THE ARCTIC ACTION ICT INITIATIVE 
 

Even if generic technologies such as TCP/IP have formed the powerful core, the conditions for 
building and establishing Information and Communication Technologies differ throughout the 
world. The Arctic conditions challenge ICT state-of-the art both in terms of software, hardware, 
business models, infra structure and regulations. Arctic Action is an initiative to develop solutions 
for Arctic populations, especially the rural populations that cannot benefit from technology 
effectively developed for urban conditions, and for demanding tasks in unsettled areas such as 
mobile outdoor work e.g. reindeer herding, and climate monitoring.  

The activity is organized as: 1. Research and development in the EU FP7 financed project 
Networking for Communications Challenged Communities (N4C). The coordinator is Luleå University of 
Technology in Sweden (LTU). This European project is a development of the previous nationally 
funded Sámi Network Connectivity project. The scope of N4C is explained in Appendix.  

2. Exchange of ideas between the LTU environment and research and development in 
U.S.A/Alaska with contact person Richard Beck, University of Cincinnati. The base of activities 
is Ukpeagvik/Barrow, http://www.arcticscience.org/.  

 

Recommendations 
The present funding allows development within N4C, which will be active 2008-2011 (April), and 
where the activities take place in one Arctic area in Northern Sweden, and idea and know-how 
exchange with Dr. Beck’s U.S.A/Alaska based activities.    

The present set of Arctic Action will be able to present technical developments of interest for 
Arctic populations, publicly accessible through the N4C wiki, and to sketch some directions for 
the other factors indicated in the suggestions above.  

However, throughout the Arctic there are a number of initiatives that develops, tests and 
implements both technical and business model solutions.  

• Arctic Action could play a supporting role for these initiatives if developed to a platform 
for exchange of ideas and experiences among people actively involved in such 
development. Additionally, technically focused initiatives could here be matched with 
service and business ideas and initiatives for creating sustainable business cases. 

• Furthermore, establishing some of the existing initiatives as test beds with interconnected 
evaluation, bench-marking and dissemination procedures, and with close co-operation 
between users (local populations) and developers/researchers would be a convincing 
measure to promote genuine and well functioning ICT for the Arctic economy. 

An Arctic-wide effective impact as sketched above requires dedicated funding. The funding 
needed can be estimated to the order of 400.000 Euro for a four year exchange platform project 
including coordinating staff, production of common material and travel/lodging support. 
Establishment of test beds will have a higher cost, but may if organized in accordance with best 
practice for ICT R&D show to have great interest for national and other R&D funds. 
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2. N4C SUMMER TESTS IN SWEDEN 2008 
 

The aim of the first N4C summer tests was to try and check the legacy hardware and software 
from the previous SNC project. It gave the people involved a chance to get to know the current 
hardware and software solutions. The Swedish part of the tests was done in Lapland's hard to 
access mountain area, focusing on the actual use of various services using the DTN and 
ProPHET platform.   

The tests in Sweden involved both the local community of Sámi reindeer herders and tourists. 
The first week was between the 4th August 2008 and 8th August 2008. The second week took 
place between the 11th August 2008 and 15th August 2008. This test was performed with the same 
configurations as the previous SNC tests but with a new version of the key software, PRoPHET. 
Because we were testing with a new version of the software we took the decision to start first 
week of testing in Saltoluokta so that we easier could solve any upcoming problems (closer to 
electricity, telephones and internet). Additional information: www.n4c.eu 

The second week of testing was located  in Staloluokta which is located further up in the 
mountains in a road less area. All the used equipment were powered and charged only by using 
two 80W solar panels and three 12V 80A/h solar batteries.Users were able to send and receive 
emails and check cached web pages that were predefined for web caching on the gateway, on 
three Nokia PDAs. There was also a chance to use any other computer with the WIFI network 
adapter set to ProPHET Ad-Hoc network. During the second week we were also able to 
remotely (from the test field) update the test blog on the Internet.  

 

Figure: First week's network topology used in Sweden 
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Topology  
Two different topologies and test places were used in test in Sweden. First one was a trivial 
regarding the routing itself and it was done in small Sami village Saltoluokta during first week of 
testing Only two nodes were used during testing. One of them was used as a hotspot and the 
second one as a gateway. The aim of this test was to check whether email and web caching 
services works well. For the Internet connection an NMT modem was used. When there was a 
need to connect a gateway to the Internet we used boat and/or car to drive few kilometres down 
along the river to send and receive emails and web cached web pages, because there was no NMT 
coverage in Saltoluokta.  This was done on a daily bases.  

For the second week of tests three more nodes were used (beside hotspot and gateway) as 
carriers. Gateway was placed inside the cabin at the Fyskflyg's helicopter base in Ritsem. Two of 
the relaying nodes were mounted inside  two helicopters. One of the relaying nodes was placed 
on one of the mountains on a flight route between Ritstem and Staloluokta. Staloluokta is a small 
Sami village located approximately 60km from Ritsem and it is close to the Norwegian border. 
There is no electricity and it is accessible only by walking (4 days walk) or flying. 

The only carriers were helicopters which were flying daily from their helicopter base in Ritsem to 
Staloluokta. There is one scheduled flight every day at 14h. Anyhow we had some luck at that 
time because they were rebuilding bridges during our test time, so we had on average at least two 
flights every day (sometimes even more). 

 

 

Figure: Second week's network topology used in Sweden 
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• Norway: Northern Research Institute, Tromsö
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Research Work in N4C
• Development of DTN (Delay Tolerant Networking) as 
the basis of the project

• Seamless integration of DTN with the 'legacy' Internet 
(low delay, synchronous environment)

• Wireless infrastructure for mountainous, large scale 
terrain (10‐100km ranges)

• Power issues for challenging environments
• Security in a DTN environment
• DTN Application paradigms that offer comparable user 
experience to those in the legacy Internet
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